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AN MGL AVIONICS suite is the centerpiece of the all-glass panel in the Twin 
Velocity prototype (above), although builders may choose between a 
wide variety of FAA-certified and Experimental avionics. The throttle, 
prop, and mixture controls are mounted in the center of the cockpit and 
the airplane can be flown from the left or right seat via sidestick controls 
(right). A door on the aft center console opens to reveal a bank of circuit 
breakers (below right). 

This is the prelude to a loss of control 
in most twins-but Velocity Aircraft's new 
V-Twin is designed to be different. 

"Keep pulling the stick all the way back 
and hold it there," says Velocity Aircraft 
Chief Pilot John Abraham, knowing that the 
advice he's giving goes against everything 
pilots are taught in multiengine training. 
As the V-Twin slows below blue line, the 
wing on the side of the dead engine gets 
noticeably heavier, but opposite aileron and 
rudder keep the airplane from turning in 
that direction. Finally we reach stall speed. 
Most conventional twins would perform an 
involuntary roll toward the dead engine at 
this point, but not the V-Twin. 

As I hold full aft stick, the canard stalls; 
the nose drops about 15 degrees below the 
horizon; airspeed increases; the nose slides 
toward the dead engine, then rises above the 
horizon again, and the canard stalls a second 
time. The cycle repeats itself several times 
before I pull both throttles back to idle and 
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continue holding full aft stick. Now, the 
V-Twin's nose nods and bobs like a bored 
college student at an after-lunch chemistry 
lecture as the airplane flies straight ahead 
in a long, sine-wave descent. The lazy, up
down oscillations make the V-Twin feel like 
a rocking chair. 

Since the canard's angle of incidence is 
3.5 degrees greater than that of the swept 
wings (and share the same airfoil) , the 
canard stalls before the wings reach their 
critical angle of attack. Despite the canard's 
repeated stalls, airflow over the wings 
remains smooth and uninterrupted. 

Also, the V-Twin's engines and (nor
mally rotating) pusher props are mounted 
close together so the thrust lines aren't as far 
apart as a conventional twin's. The design 
feature reduces asymmetric thrust and 
helps lower the minimum controllable air
speed well below the airplane's stall speed. 

As soon as I relax back pressw-e on the 
stick to lower the angle of attack, the V-1\~rin 
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resumes normal flight. With the addition of 
cruise power, the airplane's stable, well-bal
anced control characteristics return. 

"No one has ever brought an econom
ical twin to market that's incapable of 
spinning," said Abraham, who performed 
the first flight of the V-Twin in March 2012. 
"That's a big part of what makes this air
plane so unique." 

VELOCITY AIRCRAFTwas founded in 1985 
and built a popular line of four-seat, single
engine kit airplanes modeled after the Bwt 
Rutan-designed t\vo-seat Long-EZ. Duane 
Swing designed and built a retractable land
ing gear system for the Velocity, and in 1992, 
he and son, Scott, bought the company. 

The genesis of the V-Twin took place 
more than 10 years ago when Duane pro
duced a wooden model of a t\1/in-engine 
design and brought it to the Sun 'n Fun 
Fly-In in 2002. More than 100 people 
expressed interest in the airplane that 
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resembled a piston version of the Beech 
Starship, and signed up for a newsletter to 
stay abreast of developments. But Swing 
waited until late 2011 to actually produce 
the V-Twin, and he went ahead for one 
overarching reason: His wife Bonnie was 
extremely reluctant to fly in any single
engine airplane. 

"I've owned many multiengine air
planes over the years," said Swing, 75. "I've 
had five Twin Comanches, and they were 
always good, economical airplanes that we 
enjoyed traveling in. But the idea of flying 
IFR and at night in a single-engine airplane 
was getting lower and lower on my wife's 
priority list. So in our fan1ily, like lots of oth
ers, the wife dictates what kind of airplane 
we end up flying." 

The prototype, N91VT, flew for the 
first time in March 2012, a few days before 
the Sun 'n Fun Fly-In where it made its 
first public appearance. Unlike other high
profile new product introductions, the 

V-Twin just appeared without any drum
roll or PR fanfare. 

In a quest for low operating and main
tenance costs, Swing chose 160-horsepower 
Lycoming I0-320 engines for the V-Twin. 
He selected a full-feathering, wood-core 
MT propellers for their light weight, and the 
fact that the 3-blade design provides suffi
cient ground clearance. 

The V-Twin is identical in most aspects 
to the top-selling singe! engine Velocity 
XL. The fuselage, wings, and landing gear 
are all identical. But the V-Twin has a sin
gle tail and conventional rudders instead 
of wingtip strakes (that operate indepen
dently) for yaw control, slightly larger fuel 
tanks (100 gallons instead of 90), and cen
ter-mounted engine and prop controls and 
side sticks. The V-Twin weighs about 2,000 
pounds empty and gross weight is set at 
3,200 pounds. 

The fuel system is comprised of t\vo 

wing tanks that gravity feed a single header 



for fuel-injected Lycomings, and the only 
part that seems slightly odd is the inability 
of the pilot to see the right-engine propeller. 

The MGL Avionics suite provides digi
tal readouts for engine performance, and the 
pilot synchs the props using the electronic 
rpm information. Visibili ty on the ground 
and in flight is very good with wrap-around 
glass. The only blind spot for the pilot is at 
the door intersections at about the 10- and 
two-o'clock positions. 

Taxiing is done with differential throttle 
and braking, and the nosewheel is free cast
ering with a shimmy damper. 

We're carrying two FAA-standard sized 
adults in the front seats and about 65 gal
lons of fuel on this demo/ photo fli ght on 
an 85-degree Fal1renheit day near sea level. 
Engine run-up is standard, and we're soon 
cleared for takeoff. I hold the brakes and 
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power up the engines well into the gov
erning range. Initial acceleration is brisk, 
and the rudder is almost instantly effective. 
After a ground roll of about 1,800 feet, I 
rotate at 80 KIAS and the nosewheel comes 
off the pavement obediently, followed about 
two seconds later by the mains. There's no 
extra drag during landing gear retraction, 
so the airplane accelerates smoothly during 
tl1e approximately five seconds it takes for 
the gear to tuck up. 

I pitch for 104 KIAS (blue line) and 
the VSI indicates a climb rate of 2,500 
fpm. Once clear of the airport traffic pat
tern, I settle into a cruise climb behind the 
Bonanza A36 photo ship at 120 KIAS climb
ing at 1,000 fpm. 

Abral1run says the normally aspirated 
engines give the best cruise performance 
between 8,000 and 12,000 feet. At 10,000 

feet, full throttles, and 20 inches of mani
fold pressure at 2,500 rpm typically yield 
170 KTAS and a total fuel burn ofl2 gph. 
On the 800-nm flight from the Velocity 
factory in Sebastian, Florida, to AOPA 
headquarters in Frederick, Maryland, the 
V-Twin flew at 11,000 feet and covered the 
distance in four hours, 20 minutes whi le 
consuming less than SO gallons of fuel. 
Abral1am said he's flown the airplane more 
than 1,100 miles nonstop and landed with 
2.5 hours of fuel in reserve. 

The V-Twin doesn' t have flaps or 
speed brakes, but flattening out the prop 
pitch allows the airplane to make steep 
approaches without gaining excessive 
speed. Abraham sets up a high approach 
to Frederick Municipal Airport's Runway 
23. On a two-mile final at 2,500 feet agl, he 
slows to 100 KIAS, lowers the landing gear 



--

(two green lights mean the nose and main 
landing gear are down) and allows the 
V-Twin to descend at 2,000 fpm. Once he 
intercepts the normal glideslope, he adds 
power to arrest the rapid rate of descent and 
flies the last half mile at 90 KIAS. 

Unlike conventional airplanes in which 
the tail is in the propeller's slipstream, the 
V-Twin's canard gets no assist from prop 
blast. The mains roll on, and Abral1am wipes 
off the remaining power as he brings the 
nose wheel to the ground. Moderate braking 
brings the V-Twin to a stop after a ground 
roll of about 1,800 feet. 

At a time when the market for piston 
twins seems all but dead, it's surprising to 
see a new airplane that brings such promise 
to the moribund category. But the V-Turin 
is difficul t to categorize because it so con
vincingly and directly confronts the reasons 

SINGLE-ENGINE performance is exceptional because 
the close-mounted engines, full-feathering props, 
and canard design make the Twin Velocity virtually 
incapable of spinning. Even with one engine shut 
down, the airplane is well mannered and easy 
to control (top). A three-blade MT propeller was 
chosen for its light weight and ground clearance 
(above) The spacious cabin is well appointed (left). 

for the piston twins' demise. It won't stall 
ru1d spin; it can climb on one engine at full 
gross weight; it has a single-engine service 
ceiling that's taller than all but the highest 
mountains in the continental United States; 
Its speed and cost per mile ru·e exceptional; 
and with proven engines and props, ru1d by 
being pru·t of the Experimental category, its 
maintenance costs should be fru· lower than 
a Standard-catego1y twin-and its insurance 
costs should be lower, too. 

Still, the V-Twin isn't inexpensive. The 
kit alone costs $110,000, and that doesn't 
include engines, props, or instruments. And 
then there's the matter of actually building 
it-a prospect that relatively few of the 
people capable of buying and flying the 
airplane are likely to relish. 

Swing says that for these and other rea
sons he's considering seeking certification 

for the V-Twin-ru1d investors have queried 
him about getting certification overseas ru1d 
then applying for FAA approval through 
reciprocal agreements. But for now, Swing 
says he's content to have built what he 
considers to be ru1 extremely safe, econom
ical twin that far outperforms the Twin 
Comanches he used to ov111-and one that 
his wife will happily travel in. 

"I wanted our airplane to so lve the 
problems inherent in twins, ru1d I think the 
V-Twin does that," he said. "Our airplane 
doesn' t spin, and its operating, mainte
nance, and insurance costs should be far 
lower than other multiengine airplru1es. If 
there's a mru·ket for it, that's great," he said. 
"If not, it's still the airplane that I want to 
own and fly." AOPA 

EMAIL dave.hirschman@aopa.org 
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